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Consumer Price Indices (CPIs) measure the price of a fixed basket of goods and services 
over time

In most countries, this basket is updated once a year with data collected using expenditure 
surveys with a lag

In the US the basket weights were last updated in December 2019 with data collected in 
2017-2018

This could severely bias inflation estimates during the Pandemic

Diewert & Fox (2020)

Tenreyro (2020), Lane (2020)

Motivation



Covid-basket inflation is higher than the official US CPI

By May, over 0.8% more inflation than measured by the CPI

The reason is that people are consuming more food (inflation) and less transportation and 
recreation (deflation) 

Inflation is highest for low-income households

Similar result for Core inflation  less weight on some non-energy transportation 
subsectors experiencing deflation

Similar results in 12 out of 17 other countries

Direction of the bias depends on weights + sectoral inflation dynamics

Divergence in sectoral inflation rates suggest supply shocks are important in this crisis

Preview of Results



US Consumption patterns have changed dramatically during Covid

www.tracktherecovery.org

Cumulative expenditure 
change computed by 
Opportunity Insights from 
US credit and debit card 
transactions

Similar patterns in other 
countries / papers

Carvalho et al (2020)

Baker et al (2020)

Andersen et al (2020)

Coibion et al (2020)



Matching CPI Categories



Covid Consumption Weights



The US Covid Basket April 2020

More weight on food, a sector experiencing more inflation

Less weight on transportation, a sector experiencing significant deflation 

Divergence
in inflation

Changes in weights



Impact on US Headline

By May, over 0.8% more inflation than measured by the CPI



Impact on US Core

Covid Core inflation  less weight on some non-energy transportation and 
recreation sectors experiencing deflation



I use the 2018 BLS CEX survey to build CPI weights for the lowest and highest income 
quintiles

Covid Inflation by Income Levels 



I update income-specific weights with daily OI expenditure data across sectors for the 
same quintiles

Covid Inflation by Income Levels 



Covid Inflation by Income Levels 

Covid inflation is higher for low-income households  spend relatively more on food 
and less on transportation



Covid inflation is higher in many other countries

I re-estimate official CPI weights in 17 other countries with the same US expenditure 
dynamics

Higher Covid inflation in 12 countries

Similar reasons: more food inflation, less 
transportation deflation

Direction of the bias depends on weights + 
the behavior of sectoral inflation rates



Brazil is similar to US  food inflation & transportation deflation

Brazil



Germany  Inflation in Recreation, which gets less weight under Covid basket

Germany



Update: Live Results Online

See up-to-date results in https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/covid-cpi



Upward Bias: gas prices rebounding but expenditure levels on transportation are still down

Magnitude of the difference has not been large enough to compensate for first 3 months

Last three months  US CPI higher than Covid CPI



Cost of living has risen faster than the CPI suggests during the Pandemic

Particularly for low-income households, who consume relatively more food

Bias depend on changes in weights + divergence in sectoral rates  temporary shocks?

Helps explain recent spike in consumer inflation expectations 

Growing literature documents how consumers use their personal shopping experience to 
form expectations (Bruin et al (2011), Cavallo et al (2017), DAcunto et al (2019))

Concluding Remarks



Covid puzzle: output collapsed but inflation remains relatively stable

My paper  inflation is even more resilient when we take into account changes in 
consumption patterns

Supply disruptions are playing an important role in this crisis  more research is needed 
to understand how this is affecting Covid inflation dynamics

Concluding Remarks

US Monthly Inflation RateUS GDP  (quarterly change)


